canadian school presenters

Paul Isaak

A captivating, one-man, theatrical variety show, Paul
Isaak has 25 years of stage experience performing all
across North America. He combines skillful juggling,
quick wit, and audience participation into a hilarious,
on-stage spectacle sure to delight crowds of all shapes
and sizes. As a father of three, Paul is constantly
surrounded by moments of laughter and joy and strives
to bring more mirth to a world that often overlooks the
joy in everyday living.

Click here for video & more info:
www.canadianschoolpresenters.com/paul-isaak

Quick Facts

•

•
“Paul is extremely entertaining and quickly
established a rapport with the audience, captivating
and sustaining the interest of all students for over an
hour. In his workshops, teachers were very pleased
with Paul’s ability to work with and relate to all ages
of students. Our students came away having more
confidence to attempt to take on the many challenges
that come their way.” - Phil Irwin, Blackie School

•

•

Presentation Themes: Problem Solving,
Pursuing Your Dreams, Workshops
Combines skillful juggling, quick wit and
audience participation into a hilarious onstage spectacle
His comedy is always tasteful, current, and
appropriate for all ages
Captivates students with his energy and
enthusiasm, empowering volunteers to
become the stars of the show
Can intertwine a powerful message
throughout, or the show can be entirely
entertainment based

Presentation Options

Comedy and Juggling Show - The interactive nature
of this show allows students to be part of a spontaneous
performance. Isaak will hold the audience spellbound while
he mixes skillfull juggling and thrilling stunts with hilarious
physical comedy. You choose whether you’d like the show
to be entirely entertainment-based or if you would like
Paul to add a motvationl message for no extra charge.

Workshops / Artist in Residence - Learning to juggle is a
fantastic way to look at problem solving. Paul demonstrates
the steps to follow, but each student must teach themselves
how to actually do it. This workshop allows for practical
discussion of scientific principles, including the laws of
Motion. Available as a standalone activity or packaged with
a presentation. 3-Day Artist in Residency $3750+GST.

Pricing Range: $650 - $900 (+GST)

Visit our website to fill in our brief Artist Survey:

Final price determined based on your area, number of
shows in a tour, etc. Save an additional $200 if you are
able to match with a nearby school on the same day
(one of you in the morning, one after lunch). The process
is very simple, contact us to find out more details or to
hold a tentative date while you decide on your end.

Rank the top three presentations you’d like to see tour
to your area – this automatically registers your school to
qualify for any available discounts, and we can then let you
know about any tours coming to your area.
If your school is facing severe budget challenges please do
inquire about qualifying for our Assistance Program.
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